[Metal logarithmic scale titration as a tool for complexing ligand distribution determination: an application by DPASV].
A new logarithmic scale titration is proposed for the characterisation of natural organic matter-trace metals interactions in natural systems. The Suwannee River Fulvic Acid complexation with Cd and Pb ions has been analysed by this technique, using Differential Pulse Anodic Stripping Voltammetry (DPASV) for labile metal concentrations measurement. Results of titrations have been modelled by four ligands. Their complexing properties (CLi, Ki(Cd), Ki(Pb)) have been determined by a non-linear optimisation based on the speciation program MINEQL, coupled with a simplex. These ligands were called "very weak, weak, strong and very strong" with respect to their complexing constants (Ki(Cd), Ki(Pb)) ranging from 10(4) to 10(11). The obtained ligands concentrations (CLi) are respectively 1.9 microM, 150 nM, 25.1 nM and 21.1 nM for a 7.9 ppm carbon content. Moreover, this model takes account of the pH dependency and metals competition respectively by experiments at pH 7.8 and 4.6, and by definition of stability constants for each ligand toward each analysed metal. As a conclusion, the authors suggest a systematic use of the logarithmic scale titrations when full characterisation of the metal-organic matter interactions is necessary.